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Abstrat
We study loalized traveling waves and haoti states in strongly nonlinear one-dimensional
Hamiltonian latties. We show that the solitary waves are super-exponentially loalized, and present
an aurate numerial method allowing to nd them for an arbitrary nonlinearity index. Com-
patons evolve from rather general initially loalized perturbations and ollide nearly elastially,
nevertheless on a long time sale for nite latties an extensive haoti state is generally observed.
Beause of the system's saling, these dynamial properties are valid for any energy.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Yv, 63.20.Ry, 05.45.-a
Keywords: Nonlinear Hamiltonian latties; Compatons; Spae-time 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I. INTRODUCTION
Hamiltonian latties are one of the simplest objets in nonlinear physis, nevertheless they
still elude full understanding. Already the rst attempt to understand nonlinear eets ended
with the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam puzzle, whih is still not fully resolved (see e.g. the fous issue
on The Fermi-Pasta-Ulam" problem  the rst 50 years in [1℄); another remarkable feature
found only reently is the existene of loalized breathers [2℄. Quite often nonlinear eets
in latties an be treated perturbatively, leading to well-established onepts of phonon
interation and weak turbulene. Beyond a perturbative aount of a weak nonlinearity
one is enountered with genuine nonlinear phenomena, like solitons and haos. The level of
nonlinearity usually grows with the energy, allowing one to follow a transition from linear
to nonlinear regimes by pumping more energy in the lattie.
In this paper we study strongly nonlinear Hamiltonian latties that do not possess linear
terms. We restrit our attention to the simplest one-dimensional ase where partiles inter-
at nonlinearly and no on-site potential is present. We hoose the interation potential in the
simplest power form, thus the lattie is haraterized by a single parameter  the nonlinear-
ity index. The equations of motion obey saling, what means that the dynamial properties
are the same for all energies  only the time sale hanges. Latties of this type attrated
large attention reently, in partiular due to a prominent example  the Hertz lattie that
desribes elastially interating hard balls, it has the nonlinearity index 3/2 [3, 4, 5, 6℄. We
fous our study on the interplay of solitary waves and haos in suh latties. Some 25 years
ago Nesterenko [3, 7, 8, 9℄ has desribed a ompat traveling wave solution in the Hertz
lattie, whih an be understood as a ompaton. Compatons have been introdued, in a
mathematially rigor form, by Rosenau and oworkers [10, 11℄ for a lass of nonlinear PDEs
with nonlinear dispersion. Compatons an be analytially found if one approximates the
lattie equations with nonlinear PDEs, but less is known on the genuine lattie solutions.
Below, in Setion III B we present a numerial proedure for determining traveling waves for
an arbitrary nonlinearity index, and ompare these solutions with those of the approximated
PDEs (Setion IIIA). Furthermore, we show that ompatons naturally appear from loal-
ized initial perturbations and relatively robustly survive ollisions, but nevertheless evolve
to haos on a long time sale in nite latties (Setion IV). Properties of haos are studied
in Setion V. We demonstrate extensivity of the haoti state by alulating the Lyapunov
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spetrum, and study the dependene of the Lyapunov exponents on the nonlinearity index.
Some open questions are disussed in the onluding Setion VI.
II. THE MODEL
Our basi model is a family of lattie Hamiltonian systems
H =
∑
k
p2k
2
+
1
n + 1
|qk+1 − qk|n+1, (1)
whih are parameterized by one real parameter  the nonlinearity index n. Below we assume
that n ≥ 1. The ase n = 1 orresponds to a linear lattie. Another interesting ase is
n = 3/2. Suh a nonlinearity appears, aording to the Hertz law, at the ompression
in a hain of elasti hard balls. For the realisti system of balls, however, the potential
has the form like in (1) only for qk+1 − qk < 0, for qk+1 − qk > 0 no attrating fore is
ating. A simplied realization of suh a system is the toy Newton's radle, whih possesses
the same Hertzian interation law. However the standard Newton's radle onsists of
a few balls (typially 5), whih are not enough for the formation of stationary traveling
waves. Furthermore, slight intervals between adjaent beads are not exluded, ontrary to
experiments [4, 7℄ where great are is taken to let the beads in eetive ontat. For dierent
aspets of the Hertz hain see refs. [6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄, a review artile
[22℄, and referenes therein. Contrary to this, in our model (1) we assume both repulsive
and attrating fores.
Note that the potential in (1) is generally non-smooth, exept for ases n = 1, 3, 5, . . ..
Although the dynamis an be easily studied in non-smooth situations as well, we will mainly
fous below on the simplest smooth non-trivial ase n = 3.
The lattie equation of motion read
q¨k = |qk+1 − qk|n sign(qk+1 − qk)− |qk − qk−1|n sign(qk − qk−1). (2)
Sine on the right hand side of (2) only dierenes enter, it is onvenient to introdue the
dierene oordinates Qk = qk+1 − qk. Then the equations of motion are transformed to
Q¨k = |Qk+1|n sign(Qk+1)− 2 |Qk|n sign(Qk) + |Qk−1|n sign(Qk−1). (3)
Note, that a solitary wave in the variables Qk orresponds to a kink (shok-like wave) in the
variables qk.
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Conservation laws. The equations of motion possess two onservation laws: the energy
and the total momentum, the latter an be trivially set to zero by transforming into a moving
referene frame.
Saling. As mentioned in Refs. [3, 5, 9℄, the lattie (1) has remarkable saling properties,
due to homogeneity of the interation energy. It is easy to hek, that the Hamiltonian an
be resaled aording to
q = aq˜, p = a
n+1
2 p˜, H = an+1H˜, t = a
1−n
2 t˜. (4)
Note, that this saling involves only the amplitude and the harateristi time of the so-
lutions: by dereasing the amplitude one obtains new solutions having the same spatial
struture but evolving slower. We will see that this property has diret onsequenes for the
properties of traveling waves and of haos.
III. TRAVELING SOLITARY WAVES
In this setion loalized traveling waves are investigated, rst in a quasiontinuous approx-
imation (QCA) and then via numerial solution of the lattie equations. A mathematially
rigor proof of the existene of solitary waves in Hamiltonian latties of type (1) has been
given in Refs. [23, 24℄.
A. Quasiontinuous approximation
Here, we represent the solution of the lattie equations (3) as a funtion of two ontinuous
variables Q(x, t). We are seeking for solitary waves whih do not hange their sign, for
deniteness we onsider Q ≥ 0 (this onsideration is therefore suitable for latties where
the nonlinearity index is dierent for positive and negative displaements Q, e.g. for the
Hertz lattie of elasti balls). We present two approahes to nd a ontinuous version of the
lattie. In the rst one, we approximate the dierenes between two displaements Q, while
in the seond one the displaement q at eah lattie site is expanded diretly.
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1. Expansion of dierenes
Here we look for a diret quasiontinuous approximation of Eq. (3). Expanding the
dierene oordinates Qk up to the fourth order we obtain
Qnk±1 ≈ Qn(x, t)± h [Qn(x, t)]x +
h2
2
[Qn(x, t)]xx ±
h3
6
[Qn(x, t)]xxx +
h4
24
[Qn(x, t)]xxxx , (5)
where h is the spatial dierene between two lattie sites and the subsripts denote dieren-
tiation with respet to x. Inserting (5) into (3) and setting h = 1 one arrives at the partial
dierential equation
[Q(x, t)]tt = [Q
n(x, t)]xx +
1
12
[Qn(x, t)]xxxx . (6)
Equation (6) belongs to a lass of strongly nonlinear PDEs, beause the dispersion term with
the fourth derivative is nonlinear. The equation does not possess linear wave solutions (this
situation has been alled soni vauum by V. Nesterenko), but it has nontrivial nonlinear
ones. In this way it is very similar to a family of strongly nonlinear generalizations of the
Korteveg-de Vries equation, studied in [10℄ and an be onsidered as a strongly nonlinear
version of the Boussinesq equation [11℄.
Now we seek for traveling wave solutions of (6), by virtue of the ansatz
Q(x, t) = Q(x− λt) = Q(s). (7)
Then (7) redues to the ODE
λ2Qss = [Q
n]ss +
1
12
[Qn]ssss . (8)
Furthermore, we assume that the solution tends to zero as s→ ±∞, thus after integrating
twie we obtain
λ2Q = Qn +
1
12
[Qn]ss . (9)
This equation also appears in the traveling waves ansatz for the K(n, n)-equation in [10℄.
Eq. (9) an be solved for an arbitrary power n by
Q(s) = |λ|mA1 cosm(B1s) (10a)
with
m =
2
n− 1 , A1 =
(
n+ 1
2n
) 1
1−n
, B1 =
√
3
n− 1
n
. (10b)
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2. Expansion of displaements
Another type of quasi-ontinuum an be obtained if we approximate Eq. (2). Now the
displaement q at eah lattie site is written as a ontinuous variable, what for the same
order of the spatial derivative as in (5) gives:
qk±1 = q ± hqx + h
2
2
qxx ± h
3
6
qxxx +
h4
24
qxxxx (11)
Inserting this expansion into the equations of motion (2) and olleting all terms up to order
of hn+3 yields
[q]tt = h
n+1[qnx ]x +
hn+3
12
(
[qnx ]xxx −
n(n− 1)
2
[qn−2x q
2
xx]x
)
. (12)
This equation is the long wave approximation of Nesterenko [3, 9℄. To ompare it with
Eq. (6), we dierentiate (12) with respet to x, dene Q˜ = hqx and set h = 1:
[Q˜]tt = [Q˜
n]xx +
1
12
(
[Q˜n]xxxx − n(n− 1)
2
[Q˜n−2Q˜2x]xx
)
. (13)
One an see that there is an additional term in (13) ompared to (6). This is not so
muh surprising, as these two quasi-ontinuous approximations orrespond to expansions at
the dierent positions of the original lattie, this eet is well-known for approximations
of Hamiltonian latties with PDEs [25℄. Beause in the problem we do not have a small
parameter (the lattie spaing h = 1 is not small ompared to the wave length), none of
the equations (6),(13) an be expeted to be exat in some asymptoti sense. Instead, one
has to justify them by omparing the solutions with those of the full lattie problem, see
Setion III B below.
To nd traveling waves in the diret expansion we use again the ansatz (7) Q˜(x, t) =
Q˜(x−λt) = Q˜(s). Inserting this ansatz and integrating twie yields then an analogon to (9)
λ2Q˜ = Q˜n +
1
12
[Q˜n]ss − n(n− 1)
24
Q˜n−2Q˜2s. (14)
One partial solution of this ordinary dierential equation an also be written as
Q˜(s) = |λ|mA2 cosm(B2s) (15a)
but with dierent onstants A2 and B2 (f. [19, 26℄)
m =
2
n− 1 , A2 =
(
2
1 + n
) 1
1−n
, B2 =
√
6
(n− 1)2
n(n+ 1)
. (15b)
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The solutions (10) and (15) do not satisfy boundary onditions, moreover, they interset
with another, trivial solution of (8) Q = 0. Remarkably, beause of the degeneray of Eq. (8)
and Eq. (14) at zero, one an merge periodi solutions (10) and (15) with the trivial solution
Q = 0 (see a detailed disussion in [10, 11℄):
Q(s) =


|λ|mAi cosm(Bis) |s| < pi2Bi
0 else.
(16)
with i = 1, 2. This gives a ompaton  a solitary wave with a ompat support  aording
to denition [10, 11℄. For other, non-solitary solutions of (13), see e.g. [9, 26℄. Note that
due to the symmetries x→ −x, Q→ −Q, solitary waves with both signs of veloity λ and
of amplitude A are the solutions.
It is important to hek the validity of solution (16) by substituting it bak to (8) or (13).
Then no terms are singular for the ase m > 2 only, i.e. for n < 2. Thus, the onstruted
ompaton solution (16) is, stritly speaking, not valid for strong nonlinearities n ≥ 2. This
onlusion is, however, only of small relevane for the original lattie problem. Indeed, the
PDE (6) or (12) is only an approximation of the lattie problem: beause the spatial extent
of solution (16) is nite, there is no small parameter allowing us to break expansion (5) or
(11) somewhere. Just breaking it after the fourth derivative is arbitrary and an be justied
only by the fat, that in this approximation one indeed nds reasonable solutions at least for
some values of n. A real justiation an ome only from a omparison with the solutions
of the lattie equations, to be disussed in the next subsetion. And there we will see that
the solution an be found both for weak and strong nonlinearities n > 2.
B. Traveling waves in the lattie
In the lattie, the traveling wave ansatz reads Qk(t) = Q(k − λt) = Q(s). Inserting this
ansatz into the lattie equations (3) yields
λ2Q′′(s) = Qn(s− 1)− 2Qn(s) +Qn(s+ 1). (17)
We employ now the saling (4) and set λ = 1. As demonstrated in [27℄, this advaned-delay
dierential equation an be equivalently written as an integral equation
Q(s) =
∫ s+1
s−1
(1− |s− ξ|)Qn(ξ)dξ . (18)
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FIG. 1: The traveling waves obtained from (19) for various powers n. Markers show the wave on
the lattie, dotted lines show the orresponding solutions of the quasi-ontinuous approximation
(6) and dashed lines show the solutions of the QCA (13). Left olumn: normal sale, right olumn:
logarithmi sale. (a,b) n = 3/2; (,d) n = 3, (e,f) n = 11. Note that the width w of the ompaton
dereases as n inreases.
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[One an easily hek the equivalene by dierentiating (18) twie.℄ We an now, following
the approah of V. Petviashvili [28, 29℄, onstrut an iterative numerial sheme to solve the
integral equation (18). Starting with some initial guess Q0, one onstruts the next iteration
via
Qi+1 =
( ||Qi||
||Q∗||
)α
Q∗ and (19a)
Q∗ =
∫ s+1
s−1
(1− |s− ξ|)Qni (ξ)dξ, (19b)
(pratially, we used the L1-norm for || · ||). We have used α = nn−1 that ensured onvergene
of the iterative sheme. The integral in (19) was numerially approximated by virtue of a
4th-order Lagrangian integration sheme [30℄. In Fig. 1 the traveling waves for various
powers n are shown. Using the logarithmi sale one learly reognizes the ompat nature
of the waves.
In Fig. 2 we show the dependenies of the total energy E, the solution L1-norm NL1 ,
and the amplitude Qmax of the found waves on the nonlinearity index n, for a xed wave
veloity of λ = 1. Remarkably, the eetive width NL1/Qmax dereases with inreasing
nonlinearity index and it seems that the prole of the ompaton onverges to a triangular
shape as n → ∞. A similar result has been obtained in [20℄, where the dependene of the
pulse veloity on the nonlinearity index has been analyzed for large n in the binary ollision
approximation.
C. Estimation of the tails
It is lear from the integral form (18), that the solution annot have a ompat support.
In this setion we estimate the deay of the tails. We start with (18) and substitute Q(s) =
e−f(s):
Q(s) =
s+1∫
s−1
(1− |s− ξ|)e−nf(ξ)dξ. (20)
We onsider the tail for large s > 0, if we assume a rapid deay of Q(s), then the integrand
in (20) has a sharp maximum at s − 1. Thus we an approximate the integral using the
Laplae method. At the maximum we expand f(ξ) into a Taylor series around s−1, keeping
9
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FIG. 2: The dependeny of the amplitude Qmax, the energy E and the L1-norm NL1 of a om-
paton on the nonlinearity index n. In this plots λ = 1. For omparison, the urves from the
quasiontinuous approximation are shown with dotted lines for the Eq. (6) and with dashed lines
for Eq. (13).
only the leading rst-order term:
Q(s) ≈
s+1∫
s−1
(1− |s− ξ|) exp{− nf(s− 1)− nf ′(s− 1)(ξ − (s− 1))}dξ (21)
We shift the integration range
Q(s) ≈ e−nf(s−1)
2∫
0
ξe−nf
′(s−1)ξ
dξ (22)
where we also replae the dereasing part of the kernel with ξ. Sine this integrand dereases
very fast, we an set the upper bound of the integration to innity, then by partial integration
we obtain
Q(s) = e−f(s) ≈ e
−nf(s−1)[
nf ′(s− 1)]2 . (23)
Taking the logarithm of this equation yields
− f(s) = −nf(s− 1)− 2 log[nf ′(s− 1)] (24)
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FIG. 3: (a) The tails of the ompatons in double logarithmi sale. (b) Comparison of the estimate
(27) with the ompatons obtained from (19).
Sine we expet that f(s) is a rapidly growing funtion of s, we an neglet the logarithmi
term and obtain
f(s) = nf(s− 1) (25)
This equation is solved by
f(s) = Cns = Celog(n)s (26)
where C is an arbitrary onstant. Finally we obtain that the tail deays super-exponentially:
Q(s) = e−f(s) ≈ e−Cns = exp
[
− C exp ( log(n)s)] (27)
This expression was rst obtained by Chatterjee [5℄ using a diret expansion of the advaned-
delayed equation (17).
In Fig. 3(a) we show the tails of the ompatons for various values of n and in
Fig. 3(b) we ompare the estimated deay rate (27) with ompatons obtained numeri-
ally from the traveling wave sheme (19). To obtain the double logarithmi deay rate
β = d log(| log(Q(s))|)/ds, we rst ompute log(| log(Q(s))|) and then the derivate is alu-
lated using a spline smoothing sheme [31℄. To suppress small osillations of the tails we
average the numerial obtained derivative in the last 1/6 of the ompaton domain. The
numerial value of β is shown in Fig. 3(b). Both oinide very well.
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IV. EVOLUTION AND COLLISIONS OF COMPACTONS
A. Appearane of ompatons from loalized initial onditions
The ompat solitary waves onstruted in the previous setion are of relevane only if
they evolve from rather general, physially realizable initial onditions. For an experimental
signiane (see [4, 7℄ for experiments with Hertz beads) it is furthermore important, that
the emerging ompat waves establish on relatively short distanes, otherwise dissipation
(whih has not been onsidered here) will suppress their formation. We illustrate this in
Figs. 4,5. There we report on a numerial solution of the lattie equations (2) on a nite
lattie of length N = 128 (so that at the boundaries q¨1 = |q2 − q1|nsign(q2 − q1) and
q¨N = −|qN − qN−1|nsign(qN − qN−1) holds). One of the quantities we report is the loal
energy at site k dened as
Ek = p
2
k
2
+
1
2(n+ 1)
(|qk+1 − qk|n+1 + |qk − qk−1|n+1) . (28)
As an initial ondition we have hosen a kink in the variables qk: qk = (n+1)
1/(n+1)
for k > 64
and qk = 0 elsewhere. This prole has unit energy, it orresponds to the loalized initial
ondition in the variable Q: Qk = δk,64 · (n+1)1/(n+1). The evolution of dierent variables is
shown in Fig. 4. From the initial pulse of Q, a series of ompatons with alternating signs is
emitted in both diretions. The amplitude of the perturbation near the initially seeded site
dereases and orrespondingly inreases a harateristi time of the evolution. We expet
that at large times, ompatons with small amplitudes will ontinue to detah. In Fig. 5 we
show the evolution from the initial step for dierent nonlinearities n = 1.5, 3, 10. The plots
look very similar and ompatons are emitted in every ase. The number of the emitted
ompatons and their amplitudes depend on the nonlinearity index.
In our next numerial experiment we studied the emergene of ompatons not from a
sharp step in the oordinates qk, but from loalized random initial onditions. In Fig. 6(a)
we show a typial evolution in a lattie of length N = 512 (with nonlinearity index n = 3)
resulting from random initial onditions qk in the small region N/2−5 ≤ k < N/2+5 around
the enter of the lattie. In this region the oordinates qk have been hosen as independent
random numbers, identially and symmetrially uniformly distributed around zero, while
pk(0) = 0. Furthermore, the energy of the lattie was set to E = 1 by resaling. In a
partiular realization of Fig. 6(a), at the initial state two ompatons emerge to the right
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FIG. 4: Evolution from an initial step for the nonlinearity index n = 3, the lattie length is N = 128
and open boundary onditions (hene q¨1 = (q2 − q1)n and q¨N = −(qN − qN−1)n) are used. The
initial onditions are qk(t = 0) = (n + 1)
1/(n+1)
for k > 64 and 0 else, initial momenta are zero.
Dierent plots show dierent quantities of the lattie: (a) the oordinates qk; (b) the energy Ek
dened in (28); () the dierene oordinates Qk = qk+1 − qk at time t = 80, the initial state at
t = 0 is shown here as the dashed line and (d) the dierene momenta Pk = pk+1 − pk at t = 80.
The ompatons originating from this initial state are learly separated near the borders of the
hain, those in the middle part are still overlap-ed.
and four ompatons to the left. In the enter of the lattie a haoti region establishes
and slowly spreads over the lattie, possibly emitting more ompatons on a longer time
sale. In Fig. 6(b) we perform a statistial analysis of this setup by showing the energy
distribution of ompatons emitted from loalized random initial onditions as desribed
above. This distribution was obtained from 60000 simulations, in eah simulation the energy
of the emitted ompatons have been determined and ounted. The funtional form of the
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FIG. 5: Evolution of an initial step (like in Fig. 4) for various nonlinearity indies (a) n = 1.5, (b)
n = 3 and () n = 10. The initial state is shown as dashed line, the solid line is the state at time
t = 80.
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FIG. 6: (a) Compatons emerging from loalized random initial onditions. The nonlinearity index
is n = 3. The gray sale orresponds to the energy (28) of the lattie site. (b) Energy distribution
of the ompatons emitted from loalized random initial onditions. The statistis was obtained
from 60000 simulations; in eah simulation the lattie was integrated to the time T = 1000 and
the energy distribution of the ompatons emerged to the right (blak irles) and the left (rosses)
have been determined. The distributions obeys in very good approximation P (E) ∼ E−a log(E)−b,
with a = 0.57 and b = 5.47.
distribution obeys in very good approximation P (E) ∼ E−a log(E)−b, with a = 0.57 and
b = 5.47.
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B. Collisions of ompatons
As we have demonstrated above, ompatons naturally appear from rather general initial
onditions. To haraterize their stability during the evolution, we study their stability to
the ollisions. This study is not omplete but only illustrative, as in Fig. 7 we exemplify
dierent ases of ollision of two ompatons in a lattie with n = 3. These six setups
present all possible senarios of two ompatons: (i) two olliding ompatons with the
same amplitudes, (ii) two ompatons with dierent amplitudes moving toward eah other,
and (iii) two ompatons with dierent amplitudes moving in the same diretion and passing
eah other. Eah of these three ases has two sub-ases, beause the amplitudes an have
the same or dierent sign. It should be mentioned, that these six ollisions do not represent
the omplete piture of all ollision, moreover we have not varied parameters suh as the
distane between two olliding ompatons or their amplitudes.
In all the ases presented, the initial ompatons survive the ollision: they are not
destroyed although they do not ome out of the ollision unhanged. In all ases the ollision
is non-elasti, some small perturbations (that presumably on a very long time sale may
evolve into small-amplitude ompatons) appear.
Beause of this non-elastiity, on a nite lattie after multiple ollisions initial ompatons
get destroyed and a haoti state appears in the lattie, as illustrated in Fig. 8. There we
show the evolution of the two ompatons with the same amplitude and sign of the amplitude
for three dierent nonlinearities: n = 3, n = 9/2 and n = 11. In the rst two ases the
haoti state establishes relatively fast. In the third simulation with n = 11 the situation is
dierent. Here the haoti state does not appear even on a very long time sale. We run
the simulation for very long times up to T = 2 · 105, but ould not observe the development
of a haoti state. We have heked this phenomenon also for higher values of n with the
same result. Presumably, these initial onditions lie on a stable quasiperiodi orbit or are
extremely lose to a suh one.
V. CHAOS IN A FINITE LATTICE
As demonstrated above, in a nite lattie general initial onditions evolve into a haoti
state. For haraterization of haos we use Lyapunov exponents. The haoti state of the
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FIG. 7: Collisions of ompatons in the Hamiltonian lattie with n = 3, shown are dierene
oordinates Qk. We have onsidered 6 dierent ollision senarios, in eah plot the lower panel is
the initial onguration of the lattie, the middle panel is the state of the lattie at some time during
the maximal overlap, and the upper panel shows the lattie past the ollision. (a) Compatons of
equal energy having opposite amplitudes and veloities; (b) ompatons of equal energies and
amplitudes but opposite veloities; () ompatons of dierent energies having amplitudes and
veloities of opposite signs; (d) ompatons of dierent energies having amplitudes of the same and
veloities of opposite signs; (e) ompatons of dierent energies having veloities and amplitudes of
the same sign; (f) ompatons of dierent energies having veloities of the same sign and amplitudes
of opposite signs.
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FIG. 8: Collisions of ompatons and emergene of haos after multiple ollisions. Dierent plots
show dierent nonlinearity indies (a) n = 3, (b) n = 9/2 and () n = 11. Time inreases from left
to right and the dierene oordinates Qk are shown in gray sale. Remarkably the elastiity of the
ollision inreases with inreasing nonlinearity index n, so that pratially no irregularity appears
at n > 10.
lattie has also been haraterized in [22, 32℄ by the means of the veloity distribution of
the lattie site. It has been found that the lattie possesses a quasi-non-equilibrium phase,
haraterized by a Boltzmann-like veloity distribution but without energy equipartition.
First, we hek that haos in the lattie is extensive, i.e. the Lyapunov exponents form a
spetrum when the system size beomes large (Fig. 9(a)). This property allows us to extend
the alulations of nite latties to the thermodynami limit. Note, that due to the two
onservation laws, four Lyapunov exponents vanish; we have not found any more vanishing
exponents, indiating the absene of further hidden onserved quantities.
For a lattie of length N = 16 the dependene of the Lyapunov exponents on the non-
linearity is shown in Fig. 9(b). For a xed total energy (we have set H = N = 16 in these
alulations) the Lyapunov exponents grow with the nonlinearity index. The plot presented
in Fig. 9() indiates that λmax ∝ log n, although we did not onsider very high nonlinearity
indies to make a denite onlusion on the asymptotis for large n.
We stress here that beause of the saling of the strongly nonlinear latties under on-
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FIG. 9: Lyapunov exponents of the Hamiltonian (1). (a) The Lyapunov spetra for one xed
nonlinearity index n = 3 and dierent values of lattie length N = 16, 32, 64, 128. The index axis
is normalized to 1. (b) The Lyapunov spetra λj for various values of the nonlinearity index n
(from bottom to top: n = 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 8) and xed lattie length N = 16. Larger values
of n produe stronger haos that smaller ones. () The largest Lyapunov exponent λ1 for dierent
values of n. The horizontal axis is logarithmi, thus one an see that roughly λ0 ∼ onst · log(n).
sideration, haos is observed for arbitrary small energies  only the Lyapunov exponents
derease aordingly.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied strongly nonlinear Hamiltonian latties, with a fous on
ompat traveling waves and on haos. We have presented an aurate numerial sheme
allowing one to nd solitary waves. Moreover, from the integral form representation used
one easily derives the super-exponential form of the tails. In this way we have onrmed this
remarkable result by Chatterjee [5℄ by another analytial method and by aurate numerial
analysis. The onstruted ompatons were then studied via diret numerial simulations of
the lattie. Their ollisions are nearly elasti, but the small non-elasti omponents on a long
time sale destroy the loalized waves and result in a haoti state. Chaos appears to be a
general statistially stationary state in nite latties, with a spetrum of Lyapunov exponents
where the largest one grows roughly proportional to the logarithm of the nonlinearity index.
We would like to mention here also several aspets that deserve further investigations.
Reently, a problem of heat transport in one-dimensional latties have attrated a large
attention [33℄, here the properties of strongly nonlinear latties may dier from those pos-
sessing linear waves. Also a quantization of these latties seems to be a non-trivial task, as
18
there are no linear phonons to start with. Finally, the Anderson loalization property of dis-
ordered latties has been reently intensively disussed for nonlinear systems. For strongly
nonlinear latties the problem has to be attaked separately, as here one annot rely on the
spetral properties of a linear disordered system.
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